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ON CURVES ON SANDWICHED SURFACE SINGULARITIES
JESU´S FERNA´NDEZ-SA´NCHEZ
Abstract. Fixed a point O on a non-singular surface S and a complete mO-primary ideal I in
OS,O , the curves on the surface X = BlI (S) obtained by blowing-up I are studied in terms of the
base points of I. Criteria for the principality of these curves are obtained. New formulas for their
multiplicity, intersection numbers and order of singularity at the singularities of X are given.
The semigroup of branches going through a sandwiched singularity is effectively determined, too.
1. Introduction
Sandwiched singularities are normal surface singularities which birationally dominate a non-
singular surface. They are rational surface singularities and among them are included all cyclic
quotients and minimal surface singularities. The original interest in sandwiched singularities comes
from a question posed by Nash in the early sixties: does a finite succession of Nash transforma-
tions or normalized Nash transformations resolve the singularities of a reduced algebraic variety?
Hironaka had proved in [14] that after a finite succession of normalized Nash transformations one
obtains a surface X having only sandwiched singularities. Some years later, in [25], M. Spivakovsky
proves that sandwiched singularities are resolved by normalized Nash transformations, thus giving
a positive answer to the original question posed by Nash for the case of surfaces. Since then, a
constant interest in sandwiched singularities has been shown, and they have been deeply studied
as a nice testing ground for the Nash and the wedge problem by Lejeune-Jalabert and Reguera
in [17]. A recent paper by Reguera proves the Nash conjecture for sandwiched singularities [24].
Sandwiched singularities have been also studied from the point of view of deformation theory by
de Jong, van Straten in [7] and by Gustavsen in [12].
Any sandwiched surface singularity can be obtained by blowing up a complete mO-primary ideal
I in a local ring OS,O of a non-singular surface S. The main purpose of this paper is to study the
curves (effective Weil divisors) on the sandwiched surface X = BlI(S) through their relationship
to the infinitely near base points of I. One motivation for this study comes from [18] and the
study of the divisor class group for rational surface singularities in general. Another motivation
comes from the fact that the study of the curves on a surface singularity may lead to a deeper
understanding of the singularity itself (see [21]). Criteria for the principality of Weil divisors on X
are given in this paper. A number of invariants for the curves on X (such as their multiplicity and
their order of singularity) are also recovered in terms of the relative position of their projection
to S with the base points of I. We keep the point of view of [8] and make use of the theory of
infinitely near points as revised and developed by Casas-Alvero in [6]. Relevant to our purposes is
the fact that any complete ideal has a cluster of infinitely near base points that in turn determines
the ideal.
Partially supported by CAICYT BFM2002-012040, Generalitat de Catalunya 2001SGR 00071 and EAGER,
European Union Contract HPRN-CT-2000-00099.
AMS 2000 subject classification 14H20; 14H50; 13B22; 14B05; 14E05.
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The organization of the paper is as follows. Concepts and well-known facts about infinitely near
points and sandwiched surface singularities are reviewed from [6] and [8] in section 2. We also give
a formula for the multiplicity of curves on X = BlI(S) going through a sandwiched singularity
in terms of the base points of the ideal I (Corollary 2.5). Section 3 deals with the existence of
equations for curves on a sandwiched surface. The main result of the paper is Theorem 3.1, which
provides different criteria for their principality. In Section 4 we derive easy consequences and show
some examples to illustrate these results. In Section 5, we suggest a procedure to compute effective
Cartier divisors containing a given (not necessarily principal) curve C. To this aim, we introduce
a slight modification of the unloading procedure called partial unloading. It is explained in the
Appendix and it may be useful in any other context where precise control of unloading is needed.
The procedure of Section 5 gives rise to flags of clusters depending on the ideal I (and hence, on
the surface X) and the curve C. These flags keep deep information about the strict transform of
C and they are used in Section 6 to infer formulas for its order of singularity (Proposition 6.1) and
to compute effectively the semigroup of a branch on any singularity of X (Proposition 6.5).
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this work the base field is the field C of complex numbers. A standard reference
for most of the material treated here is the book by Casas-Alvero [6]. Let (R,mO) be a regular
local two-dimensional C-algebra and S = Spec(R). A cluster of points of S with origin O is a
finite set K of points infinitely near or equal to O such that for any p ∈ K, K contains all points
preceding p. By assigning integral multiplicities ν = {νp} to the points of K, we get a weighted
cluster K = (K, ν), the multiplicities ν being called the virtual multiplicities of K. We write p→ q
if p is proximate to q. If
ρp = νp −
∑
q→p
νq
is the excess at p of K, consistent clusters are those clusters with no negative excesses. Moreover,
K+ = {p ∈ K|ρp > 0} is the set of dicritical points of K. Strictly consistent clusters are consistent
clusters with no points of virtual multiplicity zero.
If K is a weighted cluster, the equations of all curves going through it define a complete mO-
primary ideal HK in R (see [6] 8.3). Two weighted clusters K and K′ are equivalent if HK = HK′ .
Any complete mO−primary ideal J in R has a cluster of base points, denoted by BP (J), which
consists of the points shared by, and the multiplicities of, the curves defined by a generic element
of J . Moreover, the maps J 7→ BP (J) and K 7→ HK are reciprocal isomorphisms between the
semigroup IR of complete mO-primary ideals in R and the semigroup of strictly consistent clusters
(see [6] 8.4.11 for details). If p ∈ NO, we denote by Ip the simple ideal generated by the equations
of the branches going through p and by K(p) the weighted cluster corresponding to it by the above
isomorphism. Clearly, Ip = HK(p). In this language, if I ∈ IR and K = BP (I) is the cluster of base
points of I, we have that K =
∑n
i=1 αiK(pi) if and only if I =
∏n
i=1 I
αi
pi is the Zariski factorization
of I into simple ideals. Hence, the exponent αp of Ip in the factorization of I equals the excess of
K at p, so we can write
I =
∏
p∈K+
Iρpp .(2.1)
If K = (K, ν) is consistent, then the virtual codimension of K equals (Proposition 4.7.1 of [6])
c(K) =
∑
p∈K
νp(νp + 1)
2
= dimC(
R
HK
).(2.2)
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Consistent clusters are characterized as those clusters whose virtual multiplicities may be real-
ized effectively by some curve on S. If K is not consistent, K˜ is the cluster given rise from K by
unloading. Equivalently, K˜ is the unique consistent cluster which is equivalent to K and has the
same points (see [6] §4.2 and §4.6 for details).
If πK : SK −→ S is the composition of the blowing-ups of all points in K, write EK for
the exceptional divisor of πK and {Ep}p∈K for its irreducible components. Use | · | as meaning
intersection number and [ , ]P as intersection multiplicity at P . We denote by AK = −P
t
KPK
the intersection matrix of EK , where PK is the proximity matrix of K. If C is a curve on S,
vp(C) is the value of C relative to the divisorial valuation associated with Ep. Then, vp(C) =
ep(C) +
∑
p7→q vq(C). We write vK = (v
K
p )p∈K for the vector of virtual values of K. Moreover, if
C˜K is the strict transform of C on SK , we have
|C˜K ·Ep|SK = ep(C)−
∑
q∈K,q 7→p
eq(C), for all p ∈ K.(2.3)
and we have the equality (projection formula) for πK : |π
∗
K(C) · B|SK = [C, (πK)∗(B)]O for any
curve B on SK . We will make use also of the Noether formula for the intersection multiplicity of
two curves at O (Theorem 3.3.1 of [6]):
[C,C′]O =
∑
p
ep(C)ep(C
′).(2.4)
For consistent clusters, write [K, C]O =
∑
p∈K νpep(C) for the intersection multiplicity of K and a
curve C on S, and K2 =
∑
p∈K ν
2
p for the self-intersection of K.
We will also make use of the following results for rational surface singularities. Let (X,Q) be a
rational surface singularity and let g : X ′ → X be any resolution of it. Write {Ei}i=1,...,n for the
irreducible components of the exceptional locus of g. If A is a curve on X (i.e. an effective Weil
divisor), it is possible to associate to A a Q-Cartier exceptional divisor DA on X
′, being defined
by the condition (see II (b) of [20])
|DA · E|X′ = −|A˜
X′ ·E|X′ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
On the other hand, if D is a divisor on X ′ such that |D ·Ei| = 0 for each exceptional component,
then there exists an element h ∈ mX,Q such that D is the total transform of the curve defined by
h = 0 (see the proof of Theorem 4 of [2]). Because of this, we have that
Lemma 2.1. A is Cartier if and only if DA is a divisor on X
′.
2.1. Sandwiched surface singularities. In this section, we fix notation and recall some facts
concerning sandwiched singularities and base points of ideals which will be useful throughout this
paper. The main references are [25] and [8]. A curve will be an effective Weil divisor on a surface.
Let I ∈ IR. The ideal I is fixed throughout the paper, so that no confusion should arise if the
notation introduced from now on does not reflect its dependence of I. Write K = (K, ν) for the
cluster of base points of I and πI : X = BlI(S) −→ S for the blowing-up of I. The singularities
of X are by definition sandwiched singularities and we have a commutative diagram
SK
f
//
piK
!!B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
X
piI

S
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where the morphism f , given by the universal property of the blowing-up, is the minimal resolution
of the singularities of X (Remark 1.4 of [25]).
If Q is in the exceptional locus of X , write mQ for the maximal ideal in OX,Q and MQ for
the ideal sheaf on X associated with Q. Then, the ideal IQ := π∗(MQIOX) ⊂ I is complete,
mO-primary and has codimension one in I and moreover, the map Q 7→ IQ defines a bijection
between the set of points in the exceptional locus of X and the set of complete mO-primary of
codimension one in I (Theorem 3.5 of [8]).
It can be seen that if q ∈ EK , and Kq is the weighted cluster obtained from K by adding q as
a simple point, then HKq ⊂ I has codimension one in I, and every complete mO-primary ideal
of codimension one in I has this form (Lemma 3.1 of [9]). Therefore, for every point Q in the
exceptional locus of X , there exists some q ∈ EK such that IQ = HKq It follows also that any
q ∈ EK can be mapped to the point of X corresponding to HKq ⊂ I by the above bijection. This
correspondence is surjective, but not injective since the pre-image by this map of any singular point
of X consist of the points lying on the exceptional components contracting by f to that singularity.
On the other hand, non-singular points of X are characterized as those points for which there is
only one q ∈ EK such that IQ = HKq (Proposition 4.4 of [8]). In any case, we denote by KQ the
cluster of base points of IQ, KQ = BP (IQ).
For any sandwiched singularity Q ∈ X , write TQ = {p ∈ K | f∗(Ep) = Q} so that {Ep}p∈TQ is
the set of the exceptional components of SK contracting to Q. In particular, we have that
{p ∈ K | ρp = 0} =
⋃
Q∈Sing(X)
TQ.(2.5)
Recall that there is a bijection between the set of simple ideals {Ip}p∈K+ in the (Zariski) fac-
torization of I (see (2.1)) and the set of irreducible components of π−1I (O) ([25] Corollary 1.5; see
also [18] Proposition 21.3). We write {Lp}p∈K+ for the set of these components. If J ∈ IR, we
write LJ =
∑
p∈K+
vp(J)Lp and if C is a curve on S, LC =
∑
p∈K+
vp(C)Lp. For p ∈ K+, write
Lp =
∑
q∈K+
vq(Ip)Lq.
The following proposition is easy, but will be very useful in the future:
Proposition 2.2 (Projection formula for πI). If C,D are curves on S, we have that
[C,D]O = |C
∗ · D˜|X .
Also, |C∗ · Lp|X = 0, for any p ∈ K+.
Proof. Let g : X ′ → X be a resolution of X . To prove the claim it is enough to apply the
projection formula for πK and for g. 
The following technical result is a generalization of Lemma 4.2 of [10]. Given two points q, p ∈ K,
the chain ch(q, p) is the subgraph of the dual graph ΓK of EK of all vertices and edges between
the vertices representing q and p in ΓK (see §4.4 of [6]).
Lemma 2.3. Let Q ∈ X be singular and write KQ = (K, ν(Q)).
(a) By taking the partial order relation of being infinitely near to, there exists a unique minimal
point in TQ. We will denote this point by OQ;
(b) ν
(Q)
OQ
= νOQ + 1. If p ∈ K and p 6= OQ, then νp − 1 ≤ ν
(Q)
p ≤ νp.
Proof. (a) Assume that q1, q2 ∈ TQ are different and minimal among the points of TQ. Let
u0 ∈ K be such that q1 and q2 are infinitely near to u0 and maximal with this property. Then,
u0 ∈ ch(q1, q2). By the minimality of q1 and q2, u0 /∈ TQ. By Zariski’s Main Theorem (see, for
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example, Theorem V 5.2 of [13]), the union of the components {Ep}p∈TQ is connected and by
Theorem 1.7 of [4], EK contains no cycles. This leads to contradiction, and (a) follows.
To prove (b), denote by S(Q) the surface obtained by blowing up the points preceding OQ, so
that OQ is a proper point of S
(Q) (S(Q) = S if OQ = O). Denote by ϕOQ : R −→ OS(Q),OQ the
morphism induced by blowing up. By Corollary 3.6 of [8], we know that vp(IQ) = vp(I) and so,
ν
(Q)
p = νp for each p preceding OQ. Therefore, the exceptional component of the total transform on
S(Q) of curves going sharply through K or KQ are equal. Write z for an equation of this exceptional
component at OQ. Then, the ideal I˘Q (resp. I˘) generated by z
−1ϕOQ(IQ) (resp. z
−1ϕOQ(I)) is
complete and mOQ-primary in OS(Q),OQ . Since IQ ⊂ I, we have I˘Q ⊂ I˘. Moreover, the base
points of I˘ (resp. I˘Q) equal the base points of I (resp. IQ) infinitely near or equal to OQ. Direct
computation using (2.2) shows that dimC(
I˘
I˘Q
) = 1. Now, the proof of (b) follows as in Lemma 4.2
of [10]. The details are left to the reader. 
The above lemma shows that the virtual multiplicities of KQ differ as much in one from the original
multiplicities of K. The set
BQ = {p ∈ K | ν
(Q)
p = νp − 1}
will play an important role in the sequel. Given p ∈ K, we denote εp = −1 if p ∈ BQ, εOQ = 1
and εp = 0, otherwise.
Let us quote some consequences of 2.3. The first one follows immediately from dimC
I
IQ
= 1 by
using (2.2).
Corollary 2.4. νOQ =
∑
p∈BQ
νp.
We also obtain a new formula for the multiplicity at Q of curves on X in terms of OQ and the
points of BQ. Namely,
Corollary 2.5. Let Q be a point in the exceptional locus of X and let C be a curve on S. Then
multQ(C˜) = eOQ(C)−
∑
p∈BQ
ep(C).
Proof. First of all, notice that if Q is not singular, then BQ is empty and OQ = O, so there is
nothing to prove. Hence, we assume that Q is singular. By the projection formula applied to f ,
we have that
multQ(C˜) = |C˜
K · ZQ|SK = |C˜
K · (EIQ − EI)|SK(2.6)
the last equality by Corollary 3.6 of [8]. Now, since the sheaves IQOSK and IOSK are invertible,
we can take two curves B and B′ going sharply through K and KQ, respectively and such that
C˜I and C˜IQ share no points with C˜
K on SK . Then, by the projection formula applied to πK ,
[C,B]O = |C˜K ·(C˜KI +EI)|SK = |C˜
K ·EI |SK and similarly, [C,B
′]O = |C˜K ·EIQ |SK . Hence, by (2.6)
above, multQ(C˜) = [C,B
′]O − [C,B]O , and by Noether’s formula (see (2.4)), we have multQ(C˜) =∑
p ep(C)(ν
(Q)
p − νp). Finally, by (b) of 2.3, we obtain multQ(C˜) = eOQ(C) −
∑
p∈BQ
ep(C) as
claimed. 
An easy formula for the multiplicity of a sandwiched singularity Q is also obtained in terms of
the set BQ. Moreover, it shows that the number of these points is an invariant of the singularity
and so, it is independent of the particular ideal blown-up to obtain it. Recall that R = OS,O is said
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to be maximally regular in OX,Q if there are no regular rings R0 6= R such that R ⊂ R0  OX,Q
(see [15]).
Corollary 2.6. Let Q be a point in the exceptional locus of X. Then,
(a) multQ(X) = 1 + ♯BQ;
(b) multQ(X) ≤ 1 + νO, and the equality holds if and only if R is maximally regular in OX,Q
and all the points in BQ are simple.
Proof. It is enough to compute the multiplicity of a transverse hypersurface section of (X,Q),
that is, of the strict transform of a curve C going sharply through KQ, see Theorem 3.5 of [8].
(a) follows from 2.5 and 2.4 by direct computation. Now, the inequality in (b) is obvious if Q is
regular, so we assume that Q is singular. Clearly, ♯BQ ≤
∑
p∈BQ
νp. Again by 2.4, we have
multQ(X) ≤ 1 +
∑
p∈BQ
νp = 1 + νOQ ≤ 1 + νO,
and the equality holds if and only if the virtual multiplicity of all the points in BQ is one and
νO = νOQ . Now, if OQ 6= O, there must be some q preceding OQ with ρ
KQ
q > 0 (recall that OQ
is minimal in TQ, see 2.3) and so, νq > νOQ . Hence, νO ≥ νq > νOQ and multQ(X) < 1 + νO.
Now, this is equivalent to the maximally regular condition, since OX,Q can always be projected
birationally into the surface obtained by blowing up all the points preceding OQ, i.e. the surface
where OQ is lying as a proper point, so R ⊂ OOQ ( OX,Q. This completes the proof. 
3. Criteria for the principality of curves through a sandwiched singularity
Theorem 3.1. Let C be a curve on S and write LC =
∑
u∈K+
vu(C)Lu. The following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) C˜ is a Cartier divisor on X;
(ii) LC ∈
⊕
u∈K+
ZLu;
(iii) there exists a curve B on S such that LB = LC and B˜ goes through no singularity of X;
(iv) if JC = {g ∈ R | vp(g) ≥ vp(C), ∀p ∈ K+} and QC = BP (JC), then every dicritical point
of QC is a dicritical point of K.
Before proving 3.1 we need a technical result.
Lemma 3.2. (a) The set {EIp}p∈K is a basis of the Q-vector space generated by {Ep}p∈K.
The matrix of the change of basis from {EIp}p∈K to {Ep}p∈K is −AK .
(b) The set {Lu}u∈K+ is a basis of the Q-vector space generated by {Lu}u∈K+.
Proof. We have AK(vq(Ip))q∈K = −1p where 1p is the K-vector having all its entries equal to 0
but the corresponding to p which is 1. Thus, AKEIp = −Ep and the claim (a) follows. To prove
(b), it is enough to show that the {Lu}u∈K+ are linearly independent. Assume that there exist
rational numbers {au}u∈K+ such that ∑
u∈K+
auLu = 0.(3.1)
By multiplying by an integer, we may assume that the au ∈ Z for all u ∈ K+. Now, for each
u ∈ K+ take γu a curve going sharply through K(u) and missing all points after u in K, and write∑
u∈K+
auγu = C1 − C2
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whereC1 =
∑
au>0
auγu and C2 =
∑
au<0
(−au)γu. Then, by (3.1) we have that LC1 =
∑
au>0
auLu
and LC2 =
∑
au<0
(−au)Lu are equal. Hence, by taking total transforms on SK , we see that∑
au>0
auEIu =
∑
au<0
(−au)EIu
against (a). 
Proof of 3.1. We prove that (i)⇒ (ii)⇒ (iii)⇒ (iv)⇒ (i).
(i) ⇒ (ii). Assume that C˜ is Cartier on X and hence, that LC is so (as C
∗ = C˜ + LC is always
Cartier). Then, by 2.1, f∗(C) is a divisor on SK and so, the coefficients of the components
{Ep}p∈TQ in f
∗(LC) are integers, i.e.
f∗(LC) =
∑
q∈K
bqEq with bq ∈ Z.(3.2)
On the other hand, by (b) of 3.2, we can write LC =
∑
u∈K+
auLu, with {au} rational numbers.
Now, if u ∈ K+, then f∗(Lu) = EIu and f
∗(LC) =
∑
u∈K+
auEIu is the expression of f
∗(LC) in
the basis {EIp}p∈K . Therefore, by (a) of 3.2 and the equality (3.2), (au)u∈K = −AK(bu)u∈K and
hence all the au are integers.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). Assume that LC =
∑
u∈K+
auLu, with au ∈ Z. If u ∈ K+, the projection formula
applied to π gives that |C∗ · Lu|X = |(C˜ + LC) · Lu|X = 0. Hence,
|LC · Lu|X = −|C˜ · Lu|X .(3.3)
In particular, if γp is a curve going sharply through K(p) (p ∈ K+) and missing all points in K
after p, then
|Lp · Lu|X = −|γ˜p · Lu|X =
{
−1 if p = u
0 otherwise.
It follows that
|C˜ · Lu|X = −|LC · Lu|X = −
∑
p∈K+
ap|Lp · Lu|X = au
and thus, au ≥ 0 for all u ∈ K+. Now, let B be a curve going sharply through T =
∑
u∈K+
auK(u)
and missing those points of K not contained in the underlying cluster of T (Corollary 4.2.8 of
[6]). The strict transform B˜ ⊂ X cuts transversally each exceptional component Lu at au different
points and goes through no singularity of X . Moreover, LB =
∑
u∈K+
auLu = LC .
(iii) ⇒ (iv). Since LB = LC , we have vp(B) = vp(C) = vp(JC) for all p ∈ K+, and hence, B is
defined by an element of JC . Therefore, vp(B) ≥ vp(JC) for all p, and so
EB ≥ EJC =
∑
p∈K
vp(JC)Ep.(3.4)
On the other hand, since B˜ goes through no singularities of X , the total transform of B˜ by f has
no exceptional part, and π∗K(B) = f
∗(B˜ + LC) = B˜K + f∗(LC). Thus, EB = f∗(LC). Now, if
C1 goes sharply through QC, EC1 = EQC and LC1 = LC . Assume that there exists q ∈ K \ K+ so
that QC has positive excess at it. Then ρq = 0 and by the equality (2.5) in page 4, there is some
singularity Q in X such that q ∈ TQ. Moreover, C˜1 goes through Q and f∗(C˜1) = C˜1
K
+ DfC1
where DfC1 =
∑
u∈K\K+
buEu is a non-zero effective divisor. Thus,
EC1 = DC1 + f
∗(LC1) = DC1 + f
∗(LC) = DC1 + EB > EB
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against (3.4). Therefore, QC has excess 0 at every q ∈ K \ K+.
(iv) ⇒ (i). Assume that every dicritical point of QC is also dicritical for K. Let B be a curve
going sharply through QC and such that no points in K \QC belong to it. Then, B˜K intersects no
components Ep with p ∈ K \ K+. Since the direct image of B˜K by f is the strict transform B˜ on
X , it follows that B˜ goes through no singularities of X and is Cartier. Using that LB = LC and
that B∗ = B˜ + LB and C∗ = C˜ + LC are Cartier divisors, we deduce that LC and C˜ are so. 
Primitive singularities are those singularities that can be obtained by blowing-up a simple
complete ideal (Definition I.3.1 of [25]). In this case, 3.1 has a very easy formulation.
Corollary 3.3. Let Ip ⊂ R be a simple ideal and X = BlIp(S). If C ⊂ S is a curve, C˜ is a
Cartier divisor on X if and only if vp(C) is a multiple of K(p)2. Moreover,
m eC =
lcm(vp(C),K(p)2)
vp(C)
is the minimal integer m such that mC˜ is a Cartier divisor.
Proof. It is clear that LC = vp(C)Lp and Lp = vp(Ip)Lp. Since K(p)2 = vp(Ip), we infer that
LC ∈ ZLp if and only if vp(C) ∈ (K(p)2). The second claim follows by direct computation. 
Clearly, the question of whether C˜ on X is Cartier is local as it depends only on the existence of
an equation for C˜ near the singularities of X (recall that every Weil divisor on a neighbourhood of
a regular point is principal, see [13] II.6.11). If Q is in the exceptional locus of X , we write KQ+ for
the set of points p ∈ K+ such that Q lies on Lp. Then, {Lp}p∈KQ+
are the exceptional components
going through Q. From 3.1, we get the following local criterion.
Corollary 3.4. Let Q be a point in the exceptional locus of X. If C ⊂ S, denote by CQ the curve
on S composed of the branches γ of C whose strict transform γ˜ on X goes through Q. Then, C˜ is
locally principal in a neighbourhood of Q if and only if
LCQ ∈
⊕
u∈KQ+
ZLu.
Proof. From the definition of CQ the germs of C˜ and C˜Q atQ are equal. Moreover,Q is the unique
point in the intersection of C˜Q with the exceptional locus of X . Therefore, C˜ is locally principal
near Q if and only if C˜Q is Cartier. By 3.1, this is the case if and only if LCQ ∈
⊕
p∈K + ZLp. By
4.1, |C˜Q · Lp|X = [C˜Q, ·Lp]Q > 0 if p ∈ K
Q
+ and zero, otherwise. The claim follows. 
From 3.1 and 3.4, an algorithm providing a test to verify if the strict transform on X of a given
curve is Cartier or locally principal at some point is deduced. If C ⊂ S is a curve, then the cluster
QC (defined in 3.1) is consistent and equivalent to the (weighted) cluster TC defined by the system
of virtual values given by
vp =
{
vp(C) if p ∈ K+
0 otherwise.
In order to know the dicritical points of QC, it is enough to unload TC . By 3.1, C˜ is Cartier if
and only if (QC)+ ⊂ K+. To study the local principality of C˜ at some singularity Q, proceeding
analogously with QCQ is enough. Forthcoming 4.4 and 4.5 provide examples of this.
Remark 3.5. A curve on X containing no exceptional component is the strict transform of some
curve on S, so 3.1 actually gives criteria for the principality of any such curves. The principality of
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exceptional curves can be studied componentwise in terms of curves with no exceptional component,
taking into account 2.1: for and p ∈ K+, write γp for a generic curve going sharply through K(p)
and missing all points in K after p. Then, the principality of a curve
C˜ + L = C˜ +
∑
p∈K+
apLp
is equivalent to the principality of the strict transform on X of C + CL, where
CL =
∑
p∈K+
apC
p,
and Cp =
∑
Ep∩Eq 6=∅
γq. Indeed, the curves C
p are defined in this way so that the equality
DfCp = DLp holds, and we can apply 2.1. Now, if C˜+ C˜L is Cartier or not can be decided by using
the equivalent assertions of 3.1.
4. Some consequences and examples
Given C on S, let γ1, . . . , γs be the branches of C at O and for each i denote by pi the first
non-singular point on γi and not in K. Write K
′ for the minimal cluster containing K and the
points p1, . . . , ps. Since the sheaf IOSK′ is invertible, there is a morphism g : SK′ −→ X induced
by the universal property of the blowing-up. Moreover, g factors through f : SK → X because
this is the minimal resolution of X . Since K ′ contains p1, . . . , ps, the strict transform of C on SK′
is non-singular, while the total transform has normal crossings only:
SK′ //
g
  
piK′
((Q
Q
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
SK
f
//
piK
!!B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
X
piI

S
Remark on the notation. From now on, we are working on the surface SK′ rather that on SK . For
the sake of simplicity in the notation, we will make a slight abuse of language and write S′ for
SK′ , C˜
′ and D eC for the strict transform and the exceptional part of the total transform of C˜ on
S′, and also EJ and EC for the exceptional parts of J ∈ IR and C on S′, respectively. Recall from
3.1 that JC = {g ∈ R | vp(g) ≥ vp(C), ∀p ∈ K+} and QC = BP (JC).
During the proof of 3.1 we have proved the following fact relating the coefficients of LC in the
base {Lp}p∈K+ to the intersection product of C˜ with {Lp}p∈K+ .
Theorem 4.1. (corollary of the proof of 3.1) If LC =
∑
u∈K+
auLu, then
au = |C˜ · Lu|X ≥ 0.
Moreover, if C˜ is Cartier, then JC =
∏
u∈K+
Iauu is the (Zariski) factorization of JC . In particular,
JCOX = OX(−LC).
Corollary 4.2. Let I =
∏
p∈K+
I
αp
p be the (Zariski) factorization of I and let Q be a point in the
exceptional locus of X. If C goes sharply through KQ, then C˜ is Cartier on X and |C˜ ·Lp|X = αp,
for all p ∈ K+.
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X
Lp2
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C˜
Figure 1. (a) the Enriques diagram of K; (b) the singular points of C in bold;
(c) the Enriques diagram of the cluster QC (Example 4.4).
Proof. We already know that for such a curve C, LC = LI . Then, it is enough to apply 3.1 and
4.1. 
The following proposition is technical and will be useful later on.
Proposition 4.3. (a) If C˜ is Cartier, then D eC = EC − EQC .
(b) If C1, C2 are curves on S, then
|C˜1 · C˜2|X = [C1, C2]O − [QC1 , C2]O.
Proof. Since π∗I (C) = C˜ + LC and π
∗
K′(C) = C˜ + EC , we infer that
EC = D eC + g
∗(LC).(4.1)
Let B be a curve going sharply through QC and missing the points in K ′ \K. Then, LB = LC and
B˜ goes through no singularities of X and shares no points with C˜. Thus, π∗K′(B) = B˜ + g
∗(LC)
and so, EQC = g
∗(LC). (a) follows from (4.1) above.
Now, by the projection formula applied to πK , we have
|C˜1 · C˜2|X = |(C˜1 + EC1) · C˜2|S′ − |EQC · C˜2|S′(4.2)
As above, let B1 be a curve going sharply through QC1 and such that B˜1 shares no point with C˜2
on S′. Then,
[QC1 , C2]O = [B1, C2]O = |(B˜1 + EQC1 ) · C˜2|S′ = |EQC1 · C˜2|S′
and [C1, C2]O = |(C˜1 + EC1) · C˜2|S′ . The claim of (b) is derived from (4.2). 
To close this section, we illustrate the results in it and in the previous one with some examples.
Example 4.4. Take I ∈ IR with base points as on (a) of figure 1. The dicritical points of K =
BP (I) are p2, p4 and p8 and so, the surface X = BlI(S) has three exceptional components Lp2 , Lp4
and Lp8 . X has two singularities: Q1 in the intersection of Lp2 and Lp4 , with TQ1 = {p3} and Q2
in the intersection of Lp2 and Lp8 , with TQ2 = {p1, p5, p6, p7}. We have Lp2 = 2Lp2 +2Lp4 +2Lp8,
Lp4 = 2Lp2 +4Lp4 +2Lp8 and Lp8 = 2Lp4 +2Lp4 +9Lp8 . If C is a curve on S with singular points
as represented on (b) of figure 1, then LC = 6Lp2 +8Lp4 +11Lp8 =
7
6Lp2 +Lp4 +
5
6Lp8 . By 3.1, C˜
is not a Cartier divisor on X . However, LCQ1 = 4Lp2 +6Lp4 +4Lp8 = Lp2 +Lp4 , so C˜ is principal
in a neighborhood of Q1, but not near Q2 (see 3.4).
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Figure 2. (a) The Enriques diagrams of K; (b) the singular points of the curves
C; (c) the singular points of D (Example 4.5).
Example 4.5. Let I ∈ IR with base points as on (a) of figure 2. The dicritical points of K = BP (I)
are p1, p4, p8 and p10 and so, the surface X = BlI(S) has exceptional components Lp1 , Lp4 , Lp8
and Lp10 . There is only one singularity on X , say Q, and Lp1 = Lp1 + Lp4 + 2Lp8 + 2Lp10 ,Lp4 =
Lp1+4Lp4+4Lp8+4Lp10 ,Lp8 = 2Lp1+4Lp4+12Lp8+10Lp10,Lp10 = 2Lp1+4Lp4+10Lp8+12Lp10.
Take the curves C and D having singularities as (c) and (d) of figure 2. Direct computation shows
that LC = 9Lp1 + 21Lp4 + 42Lp8 + 44Lp10 = Lp1 + 2Lp4 + Lp8 + 2Lp10 , so C˜ is a Cartier divisor
on X and |C˜ · Lp1 |X = 1, |C˜ · Lp4 |X = 2, |C˜ · Lp8 |X = 1 and |C˜ · Lp12 |X = 2. The cluster QC is
represented on (b) of figure 2. We have that [C,D]O = 88 and [QC, D]O = 82. Thus, in virtue of
(b) of 4.3, |C˜ · D˜|X = 6.
5. On Cartier divisors containing a given Weil divisor on X
In this section, we are interested in studying the (effective) Cartier divisors containing a given
curve on X . For the sake of simplicity in the exposition, we restrict our study to curves containing
no exceptional components on X and whose strict transform on S′ is already non-singular. More-
over, we add a minimality condition concerning the values of these curves relative to the divisorial
valuations {vp}p∈TC
Q
. To this aim, recall that if A is a curve on X , A is a Cartier divisor if and
only if DA is a divisor on S
′ (see 2.1). When A is not Cartier, it is also possible to associate a
divisor DA on S
′ to A such that
|Ep ·DA|S′ ≤ |Ep ·DA|S′ for any exceptional component Ep for g
and minimal with this property. This divisor DA can be easily computed by Laufer’s method;
moreover, A is Cartier if and only if DA = DA (see [11] §1 for details).
Fix C be a curve on S. An effective Cartier divisor C′ containing C˜ will be called v-minimal
(relative to C) if
(i) DC′ = D eC ;
(ii) the strict transform of C′ on S′ is non-singular and g∗(C′) has normal crossings only;
(iii) C′ contains no exceptional components on X .
By using partial unloading (see Appendix), we are going to construct flags of clusters that will
allow us to give a complete description of the v-minimal Cartier divisors containing C˜. These flags
will play a basic role in the forthcoming sections since, as it will be shown there, they carry deep
information relative to C˜.
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Recall that K ′ is the minimal cluster containing K and the first non-singular points pi of the
branches of C which are not in K. Fix non-negative integers m = {mp}p∈K+ , and write K
m for
the cluster whose underlying set of points is K ′ and whose excess at p is mp if p ∈ K+ and 0,
otherwise. Take the sequence of clusters
T0 = K
m ≺ T1 ≺ . . . ≺ Tj ≺ . . . with Tj = (K
′, τ j)(5.1)
defined as follows: for j ≥ 0, as far as there exists some pi such that τ jpi = 0, Tj+1 is the cluster
obtained from Tj by increasing its multiplicity at pi by one and performing partial unloading
relative to the set K+. Note that as long as there exists such a pi, HTj ) HTj+1 , and moreover
dimC(
HTj
HTj+1
) = 1.(5.2)
A flag of clusters as in (5.1) will be called a flag for (K,C) (an m-flag if we want to precise the
original excesses of T0). For simplicity in the notation and if no confussion may arise, we will write
{Tj} for the clusters appearing in such a flag.
Lemma 5.1. After finitely many steps, this procedure stops giving rise to a cluster Tn such that
1. τnpi = 1, for i = 1, . . . , s;
2. LTj =
∑
p∈K+
mpLp, for j = 0, . . . , n.
and non-negative integers ω = {ωp}p∈K+ such that ρ
Tn
p = mp − ωp for p ∈ K+. Moreover, the
number n and the integers ω depend only on K and the points p1, . . . , ps, and not on m.
Proof. Write Km = Km +
∑m
i=1K(pi). First of all, we show by using induction on j that
HKm ⊂ HTj(5.3)
for every Tj defined as above. This is clear for j = 0. Assume it is also true for some j ≥ 0. To prove
that HKm ⊂ HTj+1 , it is enough to show that the virtual transform relative to the multiplicities
of T˜j of a generic curve going through Km goes through the point pi. But this is clear since any
curve going sharply through Km goes effectively through pi. Because of (5.2), this procedure stops
after finitely many steps. Hence, we obtain a (not necessarily consistent) cluster Tn such that
τnpi ≥ 1 for i = 1, . . . , s.
Notice by the way that n is the codimension of Tn in T0.
Now, assume that we have a couple of (not necessarily consistent) clusters T (1) = (K ′, τ (1))
and T (2) = (K ′, τ (2)) such that HT (i) ⊂ HKm and τ
n
pi ≥ 1 for i = 1, . . . , s. Define a new cluster
T (0) = (K ′, τ (0)) as follows: take
v(0) = (v
0
p)p∈K
where
v0p = min{v
T (1)
p , v
T (2)
p },
and define virtual multiplicities for K ′ by
τ (0)p =
{
1tpPKv(0) if p ∈ K
τp if p ∈ K
′ \K.
where {τp}p∈K′ are the virtual multiplicities ofKm. Clearly,HT (1) , HT (2) ⊂ HT (0) and τ
(0)
p = τp for
p ∈ K ′\K. Since vT
(0)
p = min{v
T (1)
p , v
T (2)
p } ≥ v
Km
p for any p ∈ K, we have HT (0) ⊂ HKm . By using
Artin’s trick as in the proof of 6.8, we see that ρT
(0)
p ≥ 0 for p ∈ K
′\K+. This proves the uniqueness
of a minimal cluster T ′ = (T, τ ′) with HT ′ ⊂ HKm and τnpi ≥ 1 for i = 1, . . . , s, and shows actually
that τ ′pi = 1 for i = 1, . . . , s. From the way the cluster Tn has been constructed, necessarily T
′ = Tn,
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and so Tn does not depend on the choices done when constructing the flag (5.1). In virtue of 6.9,
if j ≥ 1 and p ∈ T \ K+, τ j−1p does not depend on the excesses {ρ
Tj
q }q∈K+ . By induction, the
multiplicities {τ jp}p/∈K+ do not depend on m, and neither the difference ω
j
p = ρ
Tj−1
p − ρ
Tj
p . Hence,
the numbers ωp =
∑n
j=1 ω
j
p (p ∈ K+) are independent of m and ρ
Tn
p = mp − ωp as claimed. 
Remark 5.2. Notice that m ≥ ω (this meaning that mp ≥ ωp, ∀p ∈ K+) if and only if all the
clusters T0, T1, . . . , Tn are consistent. In this case, partial unloading relative to K+ equals usual
unloading.
Write Q′
C
= (K ′, eC) for the cluster obtained by taking as virtual multiplicities the effective
multiplicities of C. If C˜ is already Cartier, the integers {ωp}p∈K+ given by 5.1 equal the effective
values {vp(C)}p∈K+ . In fact, in this case we have that QC = T
ω
0 and Q
′
C
= T ωn .
We state the following easy lemma for future reference.
Lemma 5.3. Let m ≥ ω and {Ti}i=0,...,n an m-flag for (K,C). For any curve B on S, we have
that
(a) the value of [Tj , B]O − [T0, B]O does not depend on m.
(b) if B˜ shares no points on X with C˜, [Tj , B]O = [T0, B]O fopr any j ≥ 0. In particular,∑
p
τ jpep(B) =
∑
p
τ0p ep(B).
Proof. If Cj is a curve going sharply through Tj , we have that C∗j = C˜j + Lm. Then, by the
projection formula applied to π, [Tj , B]O = |(C˜j +Lm) · B˜|X . The first claim follows immediately.
Now, notice that for a generic curve going through T0, |C˜0 · B˜|X = 0. If B˜ shares no points on X
with C˜ and j > 0, then |C˜j · B˜|X = 0 also. The second assertion is derived now from the first one
and (b) of 4.3. 
The following proposition is the main result of this section and gives a complete description of
the v-minimal Cartier divisors containing C˜.
Proposition 5.4. Take ω as in 5.1.
(a) If m ≥ ω, the system of virtual multiplicities {τnp − ep(C)}p∈K′ is consistent.
(b) Every v-minimal Cartier divisor for C˜ has the form C˜ + B˜, where B is a generic curve
going through Cm = (K ′, τ − eC), for some m ≥ ω.
(c) D eC = ETn − ET0 =
∑
p∈K′ npEp, where np is the number of unloadings performed on each
p ∈ K ′.
Remark 5.5. After 5.4, one should think of the strict transform of the generic curves going through
Cm (for some m ≥ ω) as the curves to be added to C˜ to obtain (v-minimal) Cartier divisors on X .
Proof. Since m ≥ ω, the cluster T mn is consistent (see 5.2), and from its construction, the points
p1, . . . , ps have virtual multiplicity one at it and are maximal in K
′. It follows that ρ
Tmn
pi = 1 for
i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. On the other hand, from its own definition the cluster Q′
C
has excess equal to one at
{pi}i=1,...,s, and zero at the remaining points. Since the excesses of Cm are the difference between
the excesses of T mn and Q
′
C
, we infer that Cm is consistent.
Let A be an effective Cartier divisor on X containing C˜ and without exceptional components.
There exists some curve B on S such that A is the strict transform of CB = C + B. By 3.1, we
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Figure 3. (a) the Enriques diagram of T m0 ; (b) the Enriques diagram of T
m
n ;
(c) the Enriques diagram of Cω (Example 5.6).
have that
LCB =
∑
p∈K+
mpLp with {mp} ⊂ Z≥0.(5.4)
Write m = {mp}p∈K+ . By 5.2, we have that m ≥ ω and so, the clusters in any m-flag
T m0 ≺ . . . ≺ T
m
n
are consistent. Now, CB goes through T m0 and epi(CB) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , s. By the minimality
of T mN (see 5.1), it follows that CB goes through it. Thus, CB goes virtually through T
m
n and
QCB = T
m
0 . Hence, by (a) of 4.3,
DCB = ECB − ETm0 ≥ ETmn − ETm0 ,
and the equality holds if and only if CB goes through T mn with effective multiplicities equal to
the virtual ones. This is equivalent to say that the curve B goes through Cm with effective
multiplicities equal to the virtual ones. By definition of the cluster K ′, C˜B
′
intersects transversally
the exceptional divisor of fC . Therefore, the strict transform A˜′
SKC intersects transversally the
exceptional divisor of fC if and only if for each p ∈ K ′ \ K+, CB has ρ
Tmn
p branches through p and
misses all points after p in K ′. Therefore, we see that A is a v-minimal Cartier divisor containing
C˜ if and only if B goes through Cm with effective multiplicities equal to the virtual ones and has
ρ
Tmn
p branches through p and misses all points after p in K. This completes the proof of (b).
Moreover, if A is v-minimal, then DA = ETmn −ETm0 and in particular, D eC = ETmn −ETm0 . Now,
from the definition of T mn , we know that τ
m
p = ep(C) for every p ∈ K
′ \K. Therefore, p /∈ K is a
dicritical point of T mn if and only if p = pi for some i. From its own definition, it follows that Cm
has no dicritical points out of K. This gives (c) and completes the proof of the proposition. 
We finish with an example
Example 5.6. Take I ∈ IR as in Example 4.5. On (a) of figure 3, the clusters T0 and Tn of am-flag
for (K, C) are represented. The excesses of Tn at p2, p4 and p8 are ρ
Tn
p2 = mp2 − 2, ρ
Tn
p4 = mp4 − 1,
ρTnp8 = mp8 − 2, and so, ωp2 = 2, ωp4 = 1 and ωp8 = 2. By taking m = ω, the virtual values
of Tn and T0 are vTn = {8, 10, 12, 12, 10, 20, 22, 22} and vT0 = {7, 10, 11, 12, 9, 18, 20, 22}. By 5.4,
the v-minimal Cartier divisors on X containing C˜ are the curves C˜ + B˜, where B is a generic
curve going through Cm. By (b) of 5.4, D eC = ETn − ET0 = Ep3 + Ep1 + Ep5 + 2Ep6 + Ep7 , so
D eC = D
Q1
eC
+D
Q2
eC .
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6. The order of singularity of curves on X
For a given curve C on S, write δX(C˜) =
∑
Q δQ(C˜) and call this value the total order of
singularity of C˜. Our aim in this section is to get some formulas for the order of singularity of
curves on X without exceptional support. Then, we will use them to compute the semigroup of a
branch going through a sandwiched singularity
Proposition 6.1. Let C be a curve on S and take a flag {Ti}i=0,...,n for (K, C). Then,
δX(C˜) = [Tn, C]O − [T0, C]O − n.
In virtue of 5.3 the right term of the above equality does not depend on the particular flag
{Ti}i=0,...,n chosen.
To prove this result we need a technical lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Let T = (T, τ) be a a consistent cluster, and write KT for the canonical divisor on
the surface ST obtained by blowing up all the points of T . If A is a curve on S and EA is the
exceptional part of its total transform on ST , then
|EA ·KT |ST = −
∑
p∈T
ep(A).
Proof. The adjunction formula (see [13] V.1.5) says that
|Ep ·KT |ST = −2− E
2
p for each p ∈ T .
Write T ′ for the cluster obtained by taking {τp − 1}p∈T as the system of virtual multiplicities.
Let B,B′ be curves going sharply through T and T ′, respectively. Direct computation using (2.3)
and that E2p = −♯{q ∈ T | q → p} − 1 shows that
|Ep · B˜′
T
|ST − |Ep · B˜
T |ST = −2− E
2
p .
Therefore, by the projection formula,
|ETA ·KT |ST = |E
T
A · B˜
′
T
|ST − |E
T
A · B˜
T |ST = [A,B
′]O − [A,B]O = −
∑
p∈T
ep(A),
the last equality by Noether’s formula. 
Proof of 6.1. Write K for the canonical divisor on S′ For the sake of simplicity, write D and
D for D eC and D eC , respectively. Add the subindex Q to denote the exceptional part of D and D
contracting to some Q ∈ X . By Corollary 2.1.2. of [19], we have the following formula for the
order of singularity of C˜ at Q:
δQ(C˜) =
1
2
|DQ · (K −DQ)|S′ +
1
2
|(DQ −DQ) · (DQ −DQ −K)|S′ =
=
1
2
|DQ · (DQ − 2DQ +K)|S′ .(6.1)
From this and the fact that DQ and DQ′ are disjoint if Q 6= Q′, we have
δQ(C˜) =
1
2
|DQ · (D − 2D +K)|S′ .
Thus, ∑
Q
δQ(C˜) =
1
2
|D · (D +K)|S′ − |D ·D|S′ .(6.2)
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In virtue of (b) of 5.4, D = ETn−ET0. LetB be a curve going sharply through Tn. Then, B˜ is Cartier
on X and by (a) of 4.3, D eB = D. By the projection formula applied to fC , |D ·E|S′ = −|C˜
′ ·E|S′
for any exceptional divisor E being contracted by fKC . Therefore, we have
|D · (D +K)|S′ = |(ETn − ET0) · (−C˜
′ +K)|S′ .(6.3)
Now, since a generic curve through Tn (resp. through T0) goes sharply through it and shares no
points with B outside K ′ (see Theorem 4.2.8 of [6]), we have that
−|(ETn − ET0) ·B|S′ = [T0 ·B]O − [Tn · B]O.
On the other hand, in virtue of (6.2),
|(ETn − ET0) ·K|S′ =
∑
p∈K′
(τ0p − τ
n
p ).
From all of this, (6.3) and the Noether’s formula (see (2.4)), we infer that
|D · (D +K)|S′ = [T0 ·B]O − [Tn · B]O +
∑
p∈K′
(τ0p − τ
n
p ) =
=
∑
p
τ0p (τ
0
p − 1)−
∑
p
τnp (τ
n
p − 1),
the last equality because
∑
p τ
0
p τ
n
p =
∑
p(τ
n
p )
2 (see (b) of 4.3). Hence,
1
2
|D · (D +K)|S′ =
1
2
∑
p
τ0p (τ
0
p − 1)−
1
2
∑
p
τnp (τ
n
p − 1) = dimC(
HT0
HTn
) = n.
On the other hand, since DfC′ = D, the projection formulas for fC and πKC say that |D ·D|S′ =
−|D · C˜′|S′ = [T0, C]O − [Tn, C]O. The claim follows from (6.2). 
From 6.1 we deduce the following formula for the order of singularity of a Cartier divisor on X .
Corollary 6.3. If C˜ is a Cartier divisor on X and dp = ep(C)− τ0p , we have that
δX(C˜) = δO(C) − δO(QC) =
∑
p∈KC
dp(dp − 1)
2
.
Proof. If C˜ is Cartier, T ωn = Q
′
C
and T ω0 = QC (see 5.5). The strict transfrom of a generic curve
B going sharply through T0 shares no points with C˜ on X . Therefore, by (b) of 4.3, we have
[T0, C]O = [B, Tn]O = [B, T0]O = T
2
0
Thus, [T ωn , C]O = (Q
′
C
)2 and also [T ω0 , C]O = Q
2
C
. Using 6.1 and the fact that δT + c(T ) = T 2,
the first equality follows. The second follows by direct computation since by (b) of 4.3 again,∑
p dpτ
0
p = 0. 
Let Rf =
R
(f) be the local ring of C at O and assume that C˜ is Cartier. Write {Q1, . . . , Qn} for
the points of C˜ in the exceptional locus of X and Ji for the ideal of C˜ in OX,Qi . Clearly, we have
a monomorphism
Rf → R
I
f =
n∏
i=1
OX,Qi
Ji
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induced by the monomorphisms R→ OX,Qi . Then, the above corollary says that
dimC
RIf
Rf
= δO(QC).
Notice that if I = mO, R
I
f is the ring of C in the first neighbourhood of O introduced by Northcott
(see [22, 23]). Then, 6.3 says that δO(C) − δX(C˜) =
eO(C)(eO(C)−1)
2 which is known to be the
variation in the order of singularity of C after blowing up the point O.
Example 6.4. Take the cluster and the curve C of Example 4.4 (see figure 1). We have that
[T ωn , C]O = 49 and [T
ω
0 , C]O = 42. Direct computation shows that dimC(
HTω0
HTωn
) = 6. Therefore,
by 6.1, we obtain δX(C˜) = 1. Since Q1 is the only singularity of C˜, we derive that δQ1(C˜) = 1.
Let B be a curve going sharply through Cω and let CB = C + B. Then, as noticed above, C˜B is
Cartier and QCB = T
ω
0 . By 6.3, δX(C˜B) = δO(CB) − δT ω0 = δO(CB) − δO(T
ω
0 ) = 33− 28 = 5. In
Example 4.5 we have seen that C˜ is principal in a neighbourhood of Q1, so the germs of C˜ and
C˜B in a neighbourhood of Q1 are equal, and δQ1(C˜B) = 1. Therefore, δQ2(C˜B) = 4.
The semigroup of a branch on a sandwiched singularity. Let C be a branch on S and let Q
be the point where C˜ intersects the exceptional divisor of X . Here we show how the flags for (K, C)
already defined determine the semigroup of C˜ on (X,Q). Recall that since (C˜, Q) is analytically
irreducible, the integral closure O eC,Q
∼= C{t} is a discrete valuation ring and the semigroup ΣQ(C˜)
of C˜ at Q is
ΣQ(C˜) = {vt(g) | g ∈ O eC,Q}
where vt is the valuation corresponding to O eC,Q. It is also known that δQ(C˜) is the number of
elements in N ∪ {0} \ ΣQ(C˜) (see Appendix of [26]).
The following proposition gives a description of ΣQ(C˜) in terms of differences of intersection
multiplicities of curves at O.
Proposition 6.5. Take a flag T0 ≺ T1 . . . ≺ Tn for (K, C), and for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, write
αiC = [Ti, C]O − [T0, C]O.
Then, the integers {αiC}0≤i≤n are the first n + 1 elements of the semigroup ΣQ(C˜). Moreover
αnC ≥ c(Q), the conductor of ΣQ(C˜).
Proof. For each i, let Ci be a curve going sharply through Ti. Then LCi ∈
⊕
u∈K+
ZLu and so,
the strict transform C˜i is a Cartier divisor on X . Let gi ∈ mX,Q be a local equation for C˜i near
Q, and gi its class in O eC,Q. Then,
[Ti, C]O − [T0, C]O = [C˜i, C˜]Q = vt(gi)
is an element in ΣQ(C˜). On the other hand, [Ti, C]O < [Ti+1, C]O for each i. From this it follows
that αiC ∈ ΣQ(C˜) and
♯[0, αnC ] ∩ ΣQ(C˜) ≥ n+ 1.
Since δQ(C˜) is the number of elements in the complement of ΣQ(C˜), 6.1 implies that the above
inequality is actually an equality.
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Figure 4. (a) the Enriques diagram of K; (b) the singular points of C are
represented in bold; (c) the Enriques diagram of T ωn (Example 6.7).
Now, if j ≥ αnC , take a curve C
′ going sharply through Tn and sharing exactly j + [T0, C]O −
[Tn, C]O points with C outside KC . Then, LC′ = LTn and so, C˜
′ is Cartier (see 3.1). From
Noether’s formula, we infer that
[C′, C]O =
∑
p∈KC
ep(C
′)ep(C) + (j + [T0, C]O − [Tn, C]O) = j + [T0, C]O.
Hence, j = [C′, C]O − [Tn, C]O = vt(g′) belongs to ΣQ(C˜) and so, c(ΣQ(C˜)) ≤ αnC . 
The above proposition provides an easy way to compute the semigroup of C˜ once a flag for
(K, C) has been computed: the differences αiC = [Ti, C]O − [T0, C]O for i = 0, . . . , N − 1 provide
the first elements of ΣQ(C˜); then add all the integers greater or equal than α
n
C .
Remark 6.6. The bound for the conductor of 6.5 is far from being sharp, and in general the
semigroup ΣQ(C˜) is not symmetric as shown in the following example (so the curves C˜ needs not
to be Gorenstein, see [16] for details).
Example 6.7. Take a cluster K and a curve C as shown in figure 4. By means of the algorithm
explained in section 5, we compute the clusters Tn and T0 for some m-flag for (K, C). The
virtual multiplicities of Tn and T0 are respectively, νT
m
n = {12, 1, 0, 8, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 5, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1},
ν
Tm0 = {11, 1, 1, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2}. The cluster Tn is shown on (c) of figure 4. Then, [Tn, C]O = 176
and [T0, C]O = 105. Also, we have dimC(
HT0
HTn
) = 141 − 100 = 41. Thus, by 6.1, δQ(C˜) =
[T mn , C]O − [T
m
0 , C]O − dimC(
HT0
HTn
) = 176− 105− 41 = 30. In virtue of 6.5, we see that
ΣQ(C˜) = {0, 7, 12, 14, 19, 21, 24, 26, 28, 31, 33, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, . . .
. . . , 42, 43, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 60, . . .}
Therefore, the conductor of the semigroup is 59. Note that the semigroup is not symmetric (see
figure 4) so, the curve C˜ is not Gorenstein (see [1, 3]; see also [5]).
Appendix: Partial unloading
The goal is to describe a slight modification of the unloading procedure that we call partial
unloading. Partial unloading has been used in section 5, but it is explained separately for clarity
and because it may be useful in any other context where precise control of unloading is needed.
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The main virtue of partial unloading is that, fixed a non-consitent cluster K it gives rise to an
equivalent cluster, with no variation of the virtual values at some prefixed points and with non-
negative excesses at the remaining points.
First of all, we introduce a partial order in the set of weighted (not necessarily consistent)
clusters: if Q and Q′ are weighted clusters, we can assume that they have the same set of points.
Then, if Q = (Q, τ) and Q′ = (Q, τ ′), we write Q ⊳Q′ to mean that vQp ≤ v
Q′
p , for each p ∈ Q. We
denote by AK = −P
t
KPK the intersection matrix of EK , where PK is the proximity matrix of K.
Lemma 6.8. Given a weighted cluster K = (K, ν) (consistent or not) and a subset K0 ⊂ K, there
exists a cluster K′ = (K, ν′) equivalent to K and such that:
(i) ρK
′
p ≥ 0 if p ∈ K \K0;
(ii) vK
′
p = v
K
p if p ∈ K0.
Moreover, with the order relation ⊳ there is a unique minimal cluster satisfying (i) and (ii). This
cluster will be denoted by K˜K0 .
Proof. Put K0 = K and, inductively, as far as Ki−1 has negative excess at some point p ∈ K \K0,
define Ki from Ki−1 by unloading on p. We claim that there is anm such that Km has non-negative
excess at each point in K \K0, and vK
m
p = v
K
p if p ∈ K0. To show this, note that the steps of the
above procedure are part of an unloading sequence giving rise to a consistent cluster as described
in Theorem 4.6.2 of [6]. We reach this cluster after finitely many steps, independently on the order
of the unloadings performed. Hence, after finitely many steps we reach a cluster Km satisfying the
condition (i). The condition (ii) is clear, because no unloading is performed on any point of K0.
Now, assume that K(1) = (K, ν
(1)) and K(2) = (K, ν
(2)) are equivalent to K and verify the
conditions (i) and (ii). Then, for i = 1, 2 and for every p ∈ K,
vKp ≤ v
K(i)
p ≤ v
eK
p .(6.4)
Put K(0) = (K, ν(0)) the cluster defined by taking virtual values vK
(0)
p = min{v
K(1)
p , v
K(2)
p } for every
p ∈ K. Since vKp ≤ v
K(0)
p ≤ v
eK
p , K
(0) is equivalent to K. For p ∈ K, write ω(p) = ♯{q ∈ K | q →
p}+ 1. Then, if p ∈ K \K0 and say vK
(1)
p ≤ v
K(2)
p , we have (Artin’s trick: see Lemma 1.3 [2])
ρK
(0)
p = −1
t
pAKv
K(0) = ω(p)vK
(0)
p −
∑
d(p,q)=1
vK
(0)
q ≥
≥ ω(p)vK
(1)
p −
∑
d(p,q)=1
vK
(1)
q = −1
t
pAKv
K(1) = ρK
(1)
p ≥ 0
the last inequality by assumption. Moreover, if p ∈ K0, then vK
(0)
p = v
K
p , so K
(0) verifies the
conditions (i) and (ii). From this, the last assertion follows. 
In practice, K˜K0 is computed by performing usual unloading on the points not in K0 with
negative excess, so we say that it is obtained from K by partial unloading (relative to K0). Note
that if K0 = ∅, partial unloading equals usual unloading.
The following lemma shows that the variation of the excesses from K to K˜K0 (also, of the
virtual multiplicities and values) is independent of the excesses of K in the points of K0. Recall
that veK = vK + n, where n has non-negative entries and n = (0) if and only if K is consistent.
Lemma 6.9. Let K be a cluster and K0 ⊂ K a proper subset. Let
Ki =
∑
p∈K0
mipK(p) +
∑
p∈K\K0
mpK(p), i = 1, 2
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be clusters with mp ≥ 0 for each p ∈ K \K0. Write K̂i for the cluster obtained from Ki by partial
unloading relative to K0. Then, there exists non-negative integers ω = {ωp}p∈K such that ωp ≤ mp
if p ∈ K \K0 and for i = 1, 2
K̂i =
∑
p∈K0
(mip − ωp)K(p) +
∑
p∈K\K0
(mp − ωp)K(p).
Proof. By definition of partial unloading, we have
vcKi = vKiq + n
i
where the entries of ni = (nip)p∈K are non-negative and n
i
p = 0 if p ∈ K0. Take n
0 = (n0p)p∈K ,
n0p = min{n
1
p, n
2
p}, and write K
i
0 for the cluster with set of points K and system of values given by
vKi + n
0.
I claim that Ki0 satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of 6.8. If p ∈ K0, we have that n
1
p = n
2
p = 0.
Thus, v
Ki0
p = vK
i
p and the condition (ii) follows. For the condition (i), assume that p ∈ K \K0 and
take j ∈ {1, 2} such that njp = min{n
1
p, n
2
p}. Then,
−1tpAKn
0 = ω(p) n0p −
∑
d(p,q)=1
n0q ≥ ω(p) n
j
p −
∑
d(p,q)=1
njq = −1
t
pAKn
j .
Hence,
ρ
Ki0
p = −1
t
pAKvKi − 1
t
pAKn
0 ≥
≥ −1tpAKvKi − 1
t
pAKn
j =
= mp − 1
t
pAKn
j = ρ
cKj
p ≥ 0,
the last inequality by definition of K̂j . By the minimality of K̂i, we deduce that n0 = ni and
therefore, n1p = n
2
p for each p ∈ K. In particular, for every p ∈ K, ρ
cKi
p = −1
t
pAK(vKi +n
0). Now,
if we write ωp = 1
t
pAKn
0, we have that for i = 1, 2,
ρ
cKi
p = −1
t
pAKvKi − ωp = ρ
Ki
p − ωp.
Moreover, since n0p = 0, we infer that ωp = 1
t
pAKn
0 =
∑
d(p,q)=1 n
0
q ≥ 0.Now, if p ∈ K \ K0,
ρK
i
p = mp and so, we have ρ
cK1
p = ρ
cK2
p = mp − ωp. Since the excess of K̂
i at p is non-negative, it is
clear that mp ≥ ωp. On the other hand, if p ∈ K0, we have ρ
cK1
p = m
1
p−ωp and ρ
cK2
p = m
2
p−ωp. 
In the study of the principality of curves on a sandwiched surface, partial unloding is specially
useful because of 3.1. Keeping the notation already used , assume that we want to prove the
existence of some Cartier divisors on X = BlI(S) satisfying some prefixed properties, or even, we
want to construct them. The general sketch of the procedure is the following: write K = (K, ν)
for the cluster BP (I) and take Km =
∑
p∈K+
mpK(p), where mp are integers to be determined.
Add convenient extra conditions to Km (i.e. extra points with virtual multiplicity one) in order
to force the curves going through the obtained cluster to have the desired properties and perform
partial unloading relative to K+. After repeating this procedure a number of times, a new cluster
K′ with non-negative excesses at the points of K \ K+ is obtained. Moreover, for p ∈ K+
(i) ρK
′
p = mp − ωp;
(ii) vK
′
p = v
Km
p .
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Since ωp is independent of m, K˜K+ is consistent if we take the mp big enough. The curves going
sharply through it will verify the prefixed conditions. The local principality of the strict transform
on X of generic curves going through this cluster follows from the condition (ii) together with 3.1.
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